
model EU-1900
 

Bottle Filling Station

FEATURES & BENEFITS

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING
This unit is perfect as a stand-alone bottle filling station, or
easily located over virtually any wall mounted drinking
fountain or water cooler with its quick mount wall frame.
The unit connects to the fountains water line, and naturally
drains into the waste so there is no need for new water or
drain lines.

CONSTRUCTION
Medium grey ABS plastic construction aesthetically blends
in with stainless steel drinking fountain basins, and easily
resists stains and fingerprints.

USEABLE FOOTPRINT
With its narrow width dimensions of only 8-1/4" (21 cm), this
bottle filler can be mounted above almost any drinking
fountain with ease. This compact size does not take away
from its large bottle filling area accommodating bottle sizes
up to 10" (25.4 cm) high.

REVERSIBLE DRAIN TRAY
Patent pending flexible design allows for outward drain to
be reversed inward allowing drain water to be connected
to waste inside of wall.

PUSH BUTTON
With its patented stainless steel, push-button activated
valve assembly which allows for front access stream
adjustment as well as cartridge and strainer access, this
bottle filler offers 100% lead free waterways. The valve
works at an operating pressure range of 30 to 90 psi (2.1 to
6.2 bar).

OPTIONS

For more information, visit www.hawsco.com or call (888)
640-4297.

SPECIFICATIONS

Model 1900 wall mounted bottle filler shall include 100%
lead-free waterways, push-button operated stainless steel
valve with front-accessible cartridge and flow adjustment,
patent pending reversible waste attachment for
over-fountain or in-wall waste drain, medium grey ABS plastic
construction, and easy to use mounting frame with easy to
follow mounting instructions.

APPLICATIONS
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